
A High-Order Aurate Unstrutured GMRESSolver for the Compressible Euler EquationsAmir Nejat and Carl Ollivier-GoohDepartment of Mehanial Engineering, University of British Columbia, BC V6T1Z4, Canada. nejat�meh.ub.a, fog�meh.ub.aAbstratA preonditioned matrix-free GMRES method is presented for unstrutured higher-order omputation of 2D Euler equations. Lower-Upper Symmetri Gauss-Seidel(LU-SGS) has been used as the preonditioning strategy, and a �rst-order Jaobianas the preonditioner. The numerial algorithm demonstrates promising onver-gene performane for both the seond and the third order disretization methodsin supersoni ow.1 IntrodutionReent researh on strutured mesh ow solver for aerodynamis shows thatfor pratial levels of auray using a higher order aurate method anredue omputation time and memory usage and improve robustness om-pared to a seond-order sheme [7, 15℄. To take advantage of the high exi-bility in mesh generation and adaptation for unstrutured meshes, we wantto apply higher-order aurate methods for unstrutured meshes. This ap-proah ombines bene�ts of higher-order methods and unstrutured meshes.Although high-order aurate methods for unstrutured meshes are reason-ably well established [1, 2, 6, 10℄, appliation of these methods for physiallyompliated ows is still a hallenge due to very slow onvergene. This elimi-nates the eÆieny bene�ts of higher-order unstrutured disretization. Con-sequently, onvergene aeleration beomes the key issue for the pratialusage of higher-order unstrutured solvers. Reent results of an unstruturedmesh solver for Poisson's equation [9℄ learly showed the possibility of redu-ing omputational ost required for a given level of solution auray usinghigher-order methods and matrix free GMRES [13℄ as a onvergene ael-eration tehnique. As Poisson's equation is simple and has a linear ux, theresultant Jaobian matrix is well-onditioned, and the onvergene rate forGMRES tehnique is good. However, as GMRES onvergene is sensitive tothe ondition number of Jaobian matrix, in the ase of omplex equations(suh as Euler) whih normally have an ill-onditioned Jaobian, employingan e�etive preonditioner for GMRES tehnique beomes a key neessity.For strutured meshes, Pueyo and Zingg [11℄ presented an eÆient matrix-free Newton-GMRES solver using multi-grid for steady aerodynami ows.



2 Amir Nejat and Carl Ollivier-GoohBarth and Linton [3℄ suessfully applied both full-matrix and matrix-freeGMRES iteration for omputing ompressible uid ow over unstruturedmeshes. Blano and Zingg [4℄ ompared the use of two variations on quasi-and full-Newton method for solution of the Euler equations on unstruturedgrids. Reently Manzano et. al. [8℄ developed a preonditioned matrix-freeGMRES method to solve 2-D and 3-D Euler equations using ILU preondi-tioner based on an approximation to the ow Jaobian.Our objetive in this researh is to develop an eÆient and aurate un-strutured solver for invisid ompressible uid ow. This paper presentspreliminary results of using LU-SGS for preonditioning of the matrix-freeGMRES to ompute the higher-order solution of Euler equations.2 Governing EquationsThe unsteady (2D) Euler equations whih model ompressible invisid uidows, are onservation equations for mass, momentum, and energy. The �nite-volume formulation of Euler equations for an arbitrary ontrol volume anbe written in the following form of a volume and a surfae integral.ddt ZvUdv + Is F dA=0 (1)where U = 2664 ��u�vE 3775 ; F = 2664 �un�uun + P n̂x�vun + P n̂y�(E + P )un3775 (2)In (2), un = un̂x + vn̂y and (� �u �v E)T are the densities of mass, x-momentum, y-momentum, and energy, respetively. The energy is related tothe pressure by the perfet gas equation of state: E = P=(�1)+�(u2+v2)=2,with  the ratio of spei� heats for the gas.3 Numerial AlgorithmLinearization of the governing equations in time and applying impliit timeintegration leads to impliit time advane formula:� I�t + �R�U �ÆU = �Ri ; ÆUi = Un+1i � Uni (3)where �R=�U is the Jaobian matrix. To advane the solution from one timestep to the next and eventually onverging to the steady-state solution, a largesystem of linear equations must be solved. The linear system is asymmetriboth in �ll and values making GMRES the obvious �rst hoie in iterative



Title Suppressed Due to Exessive Length 3solvers. The linear system arising from high-order disretization has four-�vetimes as many non-zero entries as a seond-order sheme. Beause of the sizeof these matries and the diÆulty in omputing their entries analytially(even for the seond order), we have hosen to use an entirely matrix-freeimplementation of GMRES. Sine the GMRES algorithm only needs matrix-vetor produts, and these produts an be omputed by matrix-free ap-proah [3℄, matrix-free GMRES is a very attrative tehnique for dealing withthe ompliated Jaobian matries resulting from higher-order disretization.However, as GMRES onvergene is highly dependent on the ondition num-ber of Jaobian matrix, in the ase of Euler with nonlinear ux funtion andpossible disontinuities in the solution, using a preonditioner for GMRESbeomes neessary for pratial purposes. At the same time, using high-orderdisretization makes the Jaobian matrix more o�-diagonally dominant andquite ill-onditioned. Therefore, we use exible GMRES known as FGMRES[14℄ with LU-GSG [5℄ as a preonditioning strategy. To build the preondi-tioner, we form a �rst-order Jaobian matrix, reduing the size and omplex-ity of the matrix.In our disretization sheme, a higher-order aurate least-square reon-strution proedure [10℄ has been used in the interior of the domain in orderto ompute uxes using Roe's di�erene-splitting sheme [12℄ at ontrol vol-ume boundaries up to the desired auray. Having omputed the uxes, weintegrate along eah ontrol volume boundary using Gauss quadrature inte-gration tehnique with the proper number of points to get the required orderof auray for the ux integral. Imposing the boundary onditions also hasbeen done to high-order auray.4 ResultsTo investigate the onvergene performane and robustness of the purposedGMRES solver with a higher order unstrutured disretization, di�erent su-personi ow ases have been studied. Here for brevity, we only present oneof them whih shows the general onvergene behavior of our numerial ex-periments. Our test ase (Fig.1) is a 5m supersoni dut with an expansionorner loated 1m after inlet at the lower wall and the orner angle is 9:23Æ.The height of the inlet and outlet are 0:75m and 1:4m respetively. 2100ontrol-volumes are used in this test ase with a proper re�nement at ex-pansion orner, and inlet Mah number is equal to 2. As onvergene perfor-mane and stability of GMRES tehnique espeially for ompressible owsare quite sensitive to the start-up proess and the solution at initial itera-tions, we have to do several impliit iterations before swithing to GMRESiteration. For both the seond and third order disretization, 20 impliit it-erations have been performed before GMRES iteration. The iterations startwith CFL = 1:0 and CFL number is inreased gradually to 100. For thefourth order disretization, we do 275 pre-iterations with similar CFL num-ber inreasing trend.



4 Amir Nejat and Carl Ollivier-GoohThe residual onvergene history in terms of number of iterations andresidual evaluations for the test ase has been shown in Fig.2 and Fig. 3.The �gures show onsiderable drop in residual as GMRES iteration starts.GMRES-LUSGS e�etively dereases the residual (10 orders of magnitude)by about 15 iterations for the seond order and about 35 iterations forthe third order disretization. However, for the fourth order disretization,GMRES-LUSGS loses its quadrati onvergene behavior after 15 iterationsand the onvergene slows onsiderably. The onvergene result shows 10order drop in L2-norm (density residual) by about 1200 and 2700 residualevaluations for the seond and the third order ases. Also 9 order resid-ual redution has been ahieved by 13000 residual evaluations for 4th orderdisretization by GMRES-LUSGS(Fig.3) . To demonstrate the e�et of (LU-SGS) preonditioning on GMRES, the residual onvergene histories for thesimple GMRES without preonditioner have been shown in similar graphsfor all di�erent orders of auray, and as shown using a preonditioner hasimproved the performane and robustness of GMRES tehnique notieably.5 Conluding RemarksA preonditioned matrix-free LUSGS-GMRES algorithm has been presentedfor higher-order omputation of solution of 2D Euler equations. The resultsshow that LUSGS-GMRES works almost as eÆiently for the third orderdisretization as for the seond order one. In the ase of fourth order dis-retization, still there are hallenges ahead, and as a future work we willonentrate on improving urrent approah espeially for the 4th order au-rate unstrutured mesh disretization.6 AknowledgmentThis researh was supported by the Canadian Natural Siene and Engineer-ing Researh Counil under Grant OPG-0194467.
Fig. 1. Domain and mesh for the supersoni dut
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Fig. 2. Convergene history for the seond and third order methods
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